Political Theology Network Website job descriptions
Position: Symposia Editor
Regular tasks: The Political Theology Network’s Symposia Editor will recruit and curate excellent
written conversations about pertinent topics in Political Theology. The Symposia Editor will be an
organizer of people and content and will help to build the quality and density of relationships across
the network.
The Symposia Editor will:
• Design, in consultation with the editorial staff, topics of conversation that can catalyze
interest across the Political Theology Network;
• Solicit, edit and publish articles that further those conversations and that that illustrate the
religious, disciplinary, and vocational diversity of the network while offering intellectually
rigorous analysis of current issues in the field (and on the street);
• Recruit and resource curators for specific content areas or conversations;
• Organize a periodic curator’s meeting (every other month) with the managing editor to
identify new avenues for conversation across the network;
• Vet conversations for scholarly excellence.
As part of the core editorial team, the symposia editor will:
• Participate in bi-monthly editorial meetings;
• Stay abreast of the discourse across the PT Network by reading the journal and website;
• Participate in PT Network conferences and use these conferences as an opportunity to
recruit content creators;
• Promote PT Network conversations among your professional networks.
Abilities and skills: The forums editor will need:
• Excellent technological skills and the willingness to learn new technologies;
• Excellent written communication skills;
• The ability to edit written content for both substance and form;
• A working knowledge of the field of political theology (whether in connection with
Christian theology, some other tradition of religious thought, or political theology in
secular, critical theory contexts) and willingness to reach in and beyond your professional
networks to solicit diverse voices.
COMPENSATION: The symposium editor will receive an annual stipend of $2,000 as an
honorarium for the work.

Position: ASSEMBLY Podcast Co-Editor
Regular tasks: The Political Theology Network’s ASSEMBLY Podcast Co-Editor will develop an
excellent podcast that features diverse voices and conversations pertinent to the network. The podcast
editor will be an organizer of people and content and will help to build the quality and density of
relationships across the network.
The podcast editor will:
• Bottom line, in collaboration with the other Podcast Co-Editor and consultation with the
editorial team, the designing, hosting, editing and publishing the bi-monthly ASSEMBLY
Podcast;
• Solicit participation of guest voices on topics that illustrate the religious, disciplinary, and
vocational diversity of the network while offering intellectually rigorous analysis of current
issues in the field (and on the street);
• Source and vet podcasts for accuracy and scholarly excellence.
As part of the core editorial team, the podcast editor will:
• Participate in bi-monthly editorial meetings;
• Stay abreast of the discourse across the PT Network by reading the journal and website;
• Participate in PT Network conferences and use these conferences as an opportunity to
recruit content creators;
• Promote PT Network conversations among your professional networks.
Abilities and skills: The podcast editor will need:
• Excellent technological skills and the willingness to learn new technologies;
• Excellent writing and speaking skills;
• A sensible audio aesthetic;
• A working knowledge of the field of political theology (whether in connection with
Christian theology, some other tradition of religious thought, or political theology in
secular, critical theory contexts) and willingness to reach in and beyond your professional
networks to solicit voices;
COMPENSATION: The ASSEMBLY Podcast Co-Editor editor will receive an annual stipend of
$2,000 as an honorarium for the work.

